
SAS® Event Stream Processing 
4.3: XML Language Dictionary

Overview to XML Language Elements

The basic syntax of an XML model for an event stream processing engine is as follows:

<engine>
    <projects>
       +<project>
           <contqueries>
               +<contquery>
                   <windows>
                      +<window-type> </window-type>
                   </windows>
                   <edges>
                      +<edge> </edge>
                   </edges>
               </contquery>
           </contqueries>
       </project>
   </projects>
        [
      <esp-routers>
       ...
      </esp-routers>
        ]
</engine>

This document lists the XML language elements that you can use to build models. For each element listed, the 
following information is provided:

n the required and optional elements that the element can contain



n the required and optional attributes of the element

n a usage example

Migrating XML Code across Product Releases

The XML schema can change with each release of SAS Event Stream Processing. These schema changes 
might require changes in your XML code in order for the code to run successfully on the latest release.

To migrate your XML code from SAS Event Stream Processing 3.2 or later to the current release, use the 
$DFESP_HOME/bin/dfesp_xml_migrate command. This command requires the filename of the input XML 
model and the filename to which the migrated XML model should be written. The LibXslt library must be installed 
on the system.

dfesp_xml_migrate -i input_xml_model_file_name -o output_xml_model_file_name <-p TRUE | FALSE> <-h>

Argument Description

-i 
input_xml_model_file_name

Specifies the filename of the input XML code.

-o 
output_xml_model_file_name

Specifies the filename of the output XML code.

-p TRUE | FALSE Specifies the value to use for produces-only-inserts when a 
functional window or procedural window is found with inserts-only 
coded. This parameter is required when a functional or procedural window 
with insert-only is found. For more information about produces-only-
inserts, see “Understanding Primary and Specialized Indexes” in SAS 
Event Stream Processing: Creating and Using Windows.

-h Specifies to print usage information.

For example, to migrate the XML code in file model.xml to model42.xml, run the following command: 
$DFESP_HOME/bin/dfesp_xml_migrate -i model.xml -o model42.xml.

If the model.xml file required changes for the new schema, the following message is displayed:

model.xml translated to ESP 4.2 XML in file model42.xml

If the model.xml file required no changes for the new schema, the following message is displayed:

model.xml is valid ESP 4.2 XML.  No updates needed, file copied to model42.xml

Changed XML Elements from Release 3.2 to 
Release 4.x

Release 3.2 Element Release 4.x Element

window-procedural/
context-plugin

cxx_context_plugin
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Release 3.2 Element Release 4.x Element

window-procedural/plugin cxx_plugin

ds2–code ds2–tableserver

program code enclosed by a tag code or code-file

ds-code ds-external

ds-file code or code-file

dateformat within an engine removed

left-fields left-expr

right-fields right-expr

XML Language Elements for the Structure of a 
Model

engine

Description: The global wrapper for an event stream processing engine.

Elements: projects

[http-servers]

[esp-routers]

mas-threads= N

Set the Micro Analytic Service (MAS) engine to use at most N threads. This setting is independent of 
the thread pool that you specify on the project element. The default value of N is 0.

Note: When you use MAS modules with Python, you must set mas-threads=1. Python is 
not thread safe. It requires the MAS environment to use only one thread.
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Attributes: name= string

Engine name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the 
name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[port=]

The publish/subscribe port for the engine

[on-project-fatal="exit" | "exit-with-core" | "stop-and-remove"]

Specify how the engine reacts to fatal errors in project. Do one of the following:

n Exit with the engine process.
n Exit and generate a core file for debugging, or stop all processing.
n Disconnect publish/subscribe, clean up all threads and memory, and remove the process 

from the engine, leaving the engine up and processing other projects.

Example: <engine port='31417
   <projects>
   ...
   </projects>
</engine>

projects

Description: A container for a list of project elements.

Elements: Zero or more project elements

Example: <projects>
   <project...> ... </project>
   <project...> ... </project>
</projects>

project

Description: The primary unit in the ESP server. Contains execution and connectivity attributes and a list of 
continuous queries to execute. The thread pool size is specified at the project level. Projects 
have optional ports for bandwidth distribution.

Elements: contqueries

[mas-modules] 

[ds-initialize] 

[project-connectors]

[properties]

Each property name=value specified within a properties element encloses text that 
specifies a token that can be referenced in the model as @TOKEN@ where TOKEN is the name 
of the property.
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Attributes: name= string

Project name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of 
the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

threads= int

A positive integer for the number of threads to use from the available thread pool.

pubsub= none | auto | manual

Publish/subscribe mode for the project.

[compress-open-patterns= true | false]

When true, compress events stored in unresolved pattern instances.

[port= port]

The project-level publish/subscribe port for auto or manual mode

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

A default index type for all windows in the project that do not explicitly specify an index type.

[use-tagged-token= true | false]

Specify whether tagged token data flow semantics should be used for continuous queries.

[retention-tracking= true | false]

Specify whether to use retention tracking for the project. This allows two events per key in 
output event blocks.

[disk-store-path= string]

Specify the path for on-disk event storage when using pi_HLEVELDB indices..

[heartbeat-interval= unsigned-short-integer]

Specify how frequently the system sends timer heartbeats to the project. The default value is 1 
second. This heartbeat drives wall-clock-based retention and pattern time outs. When a model 
has an exceptionally large number of unresolved pattern instances, increasing the value of the 
heartbeat interval can optimize how the model runs.

Example: <project name='analysis' threads='16' 
   pubsub='manual' port='31417'
   index='pi_HASH' use-tagged-token='true'>
      <contqueries>
      ...
      </contqueries>
</project>

contqueries

Description: A container for the list of contquery elements.

Elements: One or more contquery elements.

Example: <contqueries>
   <contquery> ... </contquery>
   <contquery> ... </contquery>
</contqueries>
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contquery

Description: The definition of a continuous query, which includes windows and edges. You can use this 
container to break large models into smaller modules. You can use a project connector or 
adapter to send event streams from one continuous query to a source window in another.

Elements windows

[edges]

Attributes: name=string

The name of the continuous query. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, 
a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[trace=string]

One or more space-separated window names or IDs.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | ph_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

A default index type for all windows in the continuous query that do not explicitly specify an 
index type.

[timing-threshold=value]

When a window in the query takes more than value microseconds to compute for a given event 
or event block, a warning message is logged.

[include-singletons=true | false]

Specify whether to add unattached source windows.

Example: <contquery name=’cq1’>
   <windows>
     <window-type name='one'>...</window-type>
     <window-type name='two'>...</window-type>
   </windows>
 </contquery>

windows

Description: A list of window-type elements.
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Elements: window-type, where type can be one of the following types:

n aggregate
n compute
n copy
n counter
n filter
n functional
n join
n notification
n pattern
n procedural
n source
n textCategory
n textContext
n textSentiment
n union

Example: <windows>
   <window-source name='factInput'
    ...</window-source>
   <window-source name='dimensionInput'
     ...</window-source>
   <window-join name='joinedInput'
     ...</window-join>
</windows>

edges

Description: A container for a list of edge elements.

Elements: One of more edge elements.

Example: See edge.

edge

Description: The connectivity specification between two or more windows.
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Attributes: source=name

String to specify the window name of the leading edge. A name must start with one of the 
following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, 
a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

target=name

String to specify one or more names of trailing edges, separated by spaces. A name must start 
with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[role= data | model | request ]

Specify the role of the edge between two streaming analytics windows.

Note: Edge roles must be specified for edges that connect streaming analytics 
windows. For more information about SAS Event Stream Processing Analytics, see 
SAS Event Stream Processing: Using SAS Event Stream Processing Analytics.
[slot=int]

Integer to specify the slot to use with a splitter.

Example: <edges>
   <edge source='wind001' target'win002'/>
   <edge source='wind002' target'win003'/>
   <edge source='wind003' target'win004 
    win005 win006'/>
   ...
</edges>

XML Language Elements for Window Types

window-aggregate

Description: An aggregate window.

Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[finalized-callback]

schema | schema-string

output

[expr-initialize]

[connectors]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only= true | false]

[collapse-updates]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-compute

Description: A compute window.

Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[finalized-callback]

schema | schema-string

output

[expr-initialize]

[plugin-context]

[connectors]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only= true | false]

[collapse-updates]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

Note: For compute windows, each <field-expr> corresponds to a <field>. 
Thus, the sequence<output><field-expr>...</field-expr></
output> must match a corresponding sequence of <fields><field>...</
field></fields>. For more information about these elements, see XML 
Language Elements for Functions .

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-copy

Description: A copy window.

Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[finalized-callback]

[retention]

[connectors]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only= true | false]

[collapse-updates]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-counter

Description: A counter window.

Attributes: name="string"

A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name 
can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[count-interval=’period’]

[clear-interval=’cperiod’]

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-filter

Description: A filter window.

Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[finalized-callback]

expression | plugin

[expr-initialize]

[connectors]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only= true | false]

[collapse-updates]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-functional

Description: A functional window.

Elements: schema

Defines the output schema.

function-context

Defines the entities used to run functions and generate values in the output event.

[generate]

Contains a function to run that determines whether an output event should be generated 
from an input event.

[event-loops]

Enables you to define ways to generate multiple output events from a single input event

[opcode]

Returns a string representing the opcode of the output event: insert, upsert, 
update, or delete .

Attributes: name="string"

A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name 
can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[produces-only-inserts=true]

Set to true when you know that the procedural window always produces inserts.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.
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window-geofence

Description: A geofence window.

Elements: [ geofence ]

[ geometry ]

[ position ]

[ output ]

Attributes: name="string"

A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name 
can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-join

Description: A join window.

Elements: join

output

[connectors]

[expr-initialize]

[finalized-callback]

[splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

The following elements are all shorthand notations to include fields from the input 
windows.

[ left-select ]

[ left-expr ]

[ right-select ]

[ right-expr ]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only= true | false]

[collapse-updates]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-notification

Description: A notification window.

Elements: schema

function-context

smtp

delivery-channels

Attributes: name="string"

specifies the window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. 
The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-pattern

Description: A pattern window.
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Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[finalized-callback]

schema | schema-string

patterns

[connectors]

Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only= true | false]

[collapse-updates]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-procedural

Description: A procedural window.

Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[finalized-callback]

schema | schema-string

[connectors]

[cxx-plugin-context]

[cxx-plugin]

[ds2–tableserver]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only=true | false]

[collapse-updates=true | false]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

[produces-only-inserts=true]

Set to true when you know that the procedural window always produces inserts.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-source

Description: A source window.

Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[finalized-callback]

schema | schema-string

[retention]

[connectors]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[insert-only= true | false]

This attribute is auto-propagated through the model until one of the following conditions 
is met:

n A window is determined not to produce insert-only data (for example, a 
window with retention)

n A window produces opcodes that cannot be determined from a graph 
analysis.

[output-insert-only= true | false]

[collapse-updates]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

autogen-key={true | false}

Auto-generate the key. The source window must be insert-only and have a single INT64 
or STRING key.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-textcategory

Description: A window that enables you to categorize a text field in incoming events.

Elements: schema | schema-string

[connectors]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only= true | false]

[collapse-updates]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

mco-file

Path to the MCO file

text-field="fieldname"

Name of the field in the input window that contains the text to analyze. A name must start 
with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the 
following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[null-events=true | false]

Determines whether to generate a null event when nothing is found for an incoming 
event. The default value is FALSE.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-textcontext

Description: A window that enables the abstraction of classified terms from an unstructured string 
field.

Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[finalized-callback]

[connectors]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only=true | false]

[collapse-updates= true | false]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

liti-files="list"

Semi-colon-separated list of LITI files.

text-field="fieldname"

Name of the field in the input window that contains the text to analyze. A name must start 
with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the 
following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[null-events=true | false]

Determines whether to generate a null event when nothing is found for an incoming 
event. The default value is FALSE.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-textsentiment

Description: A text sentiment window.

Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[connectors]
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Attributes: name="string"

A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name 
can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

sam-file

Specify the full path to the SAM file. You must have a SAS Text Analytics license for this 
to run properly.

text-field

Name for the string field in the input event to analyze. A name must start with one of the 
following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index = pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window

[pubsub = true | false]

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsubis 
manual, a value of true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and a 
value of false disables it.

[pubsub—index = value]

Publish/subscribe index value

[output-insert-only=true | false]

[collapse-updates= true | false]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-texttopic

Description: A text topic window.
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Attributes: name="string"

A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name 
can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index = pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window

[pubsub = true | false]

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, a value of true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and a 
value of false disables it.

astore-file="astore-file-path"

Path to analytic store (ASTORE) file

ta-path="text-analytics-path"

Path to text analytics directory

text-field="text-field-name"

Specifies name of text field in input schema

include-topic-name= true | false

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-union

Description: A union window.

Elements: [splitter-expr] |

[splitter-plug]

[finalized-callback]

[connectors]
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Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

[index= pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY]

Index type for the window.

pubsub= true | false

Publish/subscribe mode for the window. When the project-level value of pubsub is 
manual, true enables publishing and subscribing for the window and false disables 
it.

[pubsub-index=value]

Publish/subscribe index value.

[output-insert-only=true | false]

[collapse-updates=true | false]

When true, multiple update blocks are collapsed into a single update block.

[strict = true | false]

When true, two inserts on the same key from different inputs fail. When false, all input 
events that are Inserts are treated as Upserts. In this case, two Inserts for the same key 
on different input windows work, but you cannot determine which one is applied first.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

XML Elements Relevant to Compute and Filter 
Windows

context-plugin

Description: A wrapper for a shared library and function name. The function returns a dfESPscontext.

Attributes name="sharedlib"

The shared library that contains the context generation function.A name must start with one 
of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

function="name"

The function that when called returns a new derived context for the window’s handler 
routines.

Example: <context-plugin name="p1" function="f1"/>
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plugin

Description: A shared library and function name pair that specifies filter window functions.

Elements: context-plugin 

Attributes: name="shared_lib"

Shared library that contains the specified function.A name must start with one of the 
following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: 
_, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

function="name"

The specified function.A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. 
The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Example: <plugin name="p2" function="f2"/>

XML Language Elements Relevant to Join 
Windows

conditions

Description: A list of left/right field match pairs for joins.

Elements: fields

Attributes: Enclosed text specifies a list of one or more field elements that specify the equijoin conditions.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

fields

Description: A container for a list of field elements.

Elements: One or more field elements.

For window-join: none.
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Attributes: None.

For window-join:

left=name.

A field name from the left input table. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, 
a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

right=name

A field name from the right input table. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, 
a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Example: See field.

For window-join, see examples of join windows in the ESP installation directory. For 
example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux systems 
and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

field

Description: A definition or a reference to a column in an event.

Attributes: type= int32 | int64 | double | string | money | date | stamp

name=field_name

[key= true | false]

The default is false.

Example: <schema name='input_readings'>
 <fields>
   <field type='int32' name='ID' key='true'/>
   <field type='string' name='sensorName'/>
   <field type='double' name='sensorValue'/>
 </fields>
</schema>

join

Description: A container in a join window that collects common join attributes and the conditions 
element.

Elements: conditions
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Attributes: type = fullouter | leftouter | rightouter | inner

Join type.

[no-regenerate = true | false]

When true, do not regenerate join changes when the dimension table changes.

use-secondary-index = true | false

When true, automatically generate and maintain a secondary index to assist table computation 
when the dimension table changes.

[left-index = pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY| pi_HLEVELDB]

[right-index = pi_RBTREE | pi_HASH | pi_LN_HASH | pi_CL_HASH | 
pi_FW_HASH | pi_EMPTY | pi_HLEVELDB]

Optional overrides for left and right index types.

Use the pi_HLEVELDB to use the on-disk store.

Note: The first edge element that involves the join window is considered the left 
window, and the second edge element of the join window is considered the right 
window.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

left-expr | right-expr

Description: Specify fields from the left input or the right input to the join window to use in output elements. If 
you are using expressions to define fields, you can also use left-expr | right-expr.

Attributes: Enclosed text specifies a comma-separated list of fields to use from the input window. You can 
use ‘*’ to select all fields.

exclude = "comma—separated list of fields to exclude"

Examples: Define a new field as an expression of something on the left and something on the right, and 
include all fields from the left and right:
<output>
   <field-expr name=’computed_volume’ type=’double’>l_amount*r_quantity</field-expr>
   <left-expr>’*’</left-expr>
   <right-expr>’*’</right-expr>
</output>

left-select | right-select

Description: Specify fields from the left input or the right input to the join window to use in output elements. If 
you use left-select | right-select, you cannot use expressions, but can specify 
the name of the fields.

Attributes: Enclosed text specifies a comma-separated list of fields to use from the input window. You can 
use ‘*’ to select all fields.

exclude = "comma—separated list of fields to exclude"
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Examples: Select field “quant" from the left, rename it quantity in the join, and select all fields from the 
right, keeping their names.:
<output>
   <field-selection name=’quantity’ source=’l_quant’/>
   <right-select>’*’</right-select>
</output>

XML Language Elements Relevant to Notification 
Windows

smtp

Description: Specify the attributes of the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server to use for email 
notifications.

Attributes: host=’host’

Fully qualified host name (for example, smtp-server.orion.com)

[user=’username’]

Fully qualified user name (for example, henri@orion.com)

[password=’password’]

Host password.

[port=’port’]

Host port.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

delivery-channels

Description: A container of elements that specify the delivery channels for a notification window.

Elements: email

sms

mms

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.
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email

Description: A container of elements that specify an email notification.

Elements: [deliver]

email-info

email-contents

Attributes: throttle-interval

specifies a time period in which at most one notification is sent to a recipient.

test

a Boolean attribute that specifies whether to run in test mode. When running in test mode, the 
notification is not sent but written to the console. This can be useful when drafting notification 
messages.

Example: <email throttle-interval='2' test='true | false'>
   <deliver>code</deliver>
   <email-info>
      <sender>code</sender>
      <recipients>code</recipients>
      <subject>code</subject>
      <from>code</from>
      <to>code</to>
   </email-info>
   <email-contents>
      <text-content name='blue'>...</text-content>
      <html-content name='red'>...</html-content>
      <image-content name='green'>...</image-content>
      ...
   </email-contents>
</email>

deliver

Description: Contains a function to run in order to determine whether a notification should be sent.

Attributes: Encloses text that specifies the function to run.

Example: <deliver>
code </deliver>

email-info

Description: A container of elements that represent data to be used to send an email notification.
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Elements: sender

recipients

subject

from

to

Example: <email-info>
      <sender>code</sender>
      <recipients>code</recipients>
      <subject>code</subject>
      <from>code</from>
      <to>code</to>
   </email-info>

sender

Description: Specifies the sender address for a notification

Attributes: Encloses text that specifies the sender address.

Example: <sender>code</sender>

recipients

Description: Specifies the recipients of a notification.

Attributes: Encloses text that specifies the recipients of a notification.

Example: <recipients>code</recipients>

subject

Description: Specifies the subject of a notification.

Attributes: Encloses text that specifies the subject of the notification.

Example: <subject>code</subject>

from

Description: Specifies the “from" text of a notification.
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Attributes: Encloses the “from" text.

Example: <from>code</from>

to

Description: Specifies the “to" text of an email notification.

Attributes: Encloses the “to" text.

Example: <to>code</to>

email-contents

Description: A container of elements that specify the contents of an email notification.

Elements: text-content

html-content

image-content

Example: <email-contents>
        <text-content name='name'>...</text-content>
        <html-content name='name'>...</html-content>
        <image-content name='name'>...</image-content>
            ...
   </email-contents>

html-content

Description: Specifies HTML content for a notification.

Attributes: name

Encloses the HTML code for a notification. A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 
0-9.

Example: <html-content name='name'>...</html-content>
 

sms

Description: A container of elements that specify an SMS text message.
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Elements: [deliver]

sms-info

sms-contents

Attributes: throttle-interval

specifies a time period in which at most one notification is sent to a recipient.

test = true | false

a Boolean attribute that specifies whether to run in test mode. When running in test mode, the 
notification is not sent but written to the console. This can be useful when drafting notification 
messages.

Example: <sms throttle-interval='interval' test='true | false'>
   <deliver>code</deliver>
   <sms-info>
      <sender>code</sender>
      <subject>code</subject>
      <from>code</from>
      <gateway>code</gateway>
      <phone>code</phone>
   </sms-info>
   <sms-contents>
      <text-content name='name'>...</text-content>
   </sms-contents>
</sms>

sms-info

Description: A container of elements that specify information about the SMS text message.

Elements: sender

subject

from

gateway

phone

Example: <sms-info>
      <sender>code</sender>
      <subject>code</subject>
      <from>code</from>
      <gateway>code</gateway>
      <phone>code</phone>
   </sms-info>

gateway

Description: Specifies the recipient's provider's SMS gateway

Attributes: Encloses text that specifies the gateway
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Example: <gateway>code</gateway>

phone

Description: Specifies the recipient phone number

Attributes: Encloses text that specifies the phone number

Example: <phone>code</phone>

sms-contents

Description: A container of elements that specify the contents of an SMS text message.

Elements: text-content

Example: <sms-contents>
      <text-content name='name'>...</text-content>
   </sms-contents>

mms

Description: A container of elements that specifies an MMS notification.

Elements: deliver

mms-info

mms-contents

Attributes: throttle-interval

specifies a time period in which at most one notification is sent to a recipient.

test= true | false

a Boolean attribute that specifies whether to run in test mode. When running in test mode, the 
notification is not sent but written to the console. This can be useful when drafting notification 
messages.
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Example: <mms throttle-interval='interval' test='true | false'>
   <deliver>code</deliver>
   <mms-info>
      <sender>code</sender>
      <subject>code</subject>
      <gateway>code</gateway>
      <phone>code</phone>
   </mms-info>
   <mms-contents>
      <text-content name='name'>...</text-content>
      <image-content name='name'>...</image-content>
      ...
   </mms-contents>
</mms>

mms-contents

Description: A container element for text or image content.

Elements: text-content on page 33

image-content on page 33

Example: <mms-contents>
      <text-content name='name'>...</text-content>
      <image-content name='name'>...</image-content>
      ...
   </mms-contents>

mms-info

Description: A container of elements that specifies the content of an MMS notification.

Elements: sender

subject

gateway

phone

Example: <mms-info>
      <sender>code</sender>
      <subject>code</subject>
      <gateway>code</gateway>
      <phone>code</phone>
   </mms-info>
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text-content

Description: Specifies plain text to be provided in a notification.

Attributes: name="string"

Encloses the text to be provided in the notification. A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 
0-9.

Example: <text-content name='name'>...</text-content>

image-content

Description: Specifies a URL that resolves to image data to be included in a notification.

Attributes: name

Encloses text that specifies the URL. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, 
a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Example: <image-content name='name'>...</image-content>
      

properties

Description Specifies a container for properties to generate with functions. Each specified property is used to 
generate values to extract from incoming events.

Elements: property-map

property-xml

property-json

property-string

property-list

property-set
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Example: <properties>
   <property-map name='' outer='' inner=''>
      [code]
   </property-map>
   <property-xml name=''>[code]</property-xml>
   <property-json name=''>[code]</property-json>
   <property-string name=''>[code]</property-string>
   <property-list name='' delimiter=''>
      [code]
   </property-list>
   <property-set name='' delimiter=''>
      [code]
    </property-set>
  ...
</properties>

property-map

Description: Executes the function to generate a map of name-value pairs to be used for value lookups by 
name.

Attributes: name

The name of the property. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

outer

the outer delimiter to use in parsing data

inner

the inner delimiter to use in parsing data

code

encloses text that specifies the function to run to generate the data to be parsed into a name-
value map

Example: <property-map name='' outer='' inner=''>[code]</property-map>

property-xml

Description: Executes the function to generate an XML object that can be used for XPath queries.

Attributes: name

The name of the property. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. 
The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

code

encloses text that specifies the function to run to generate valid XML

Example: <property-xml name=''>[code]</property-xml>
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property-json

Description: Executes the function to generate a JSON object that can be used for JSON lookups.

Attributes: name

The name of the property. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. 
The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

code

encloses text that specifies the function to run to generate valid JSON

Example: <property-json name=''>[code]</property-json>

property-string

Description: Executes the function to generate a string for general use in functions.

Attributes: name="string"

The name of the property. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. 
The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

code

encloses text that specifies the function to run to generate a string value

Example: <property-string name='prop'>[code]</property-string>

property-list

Description: Executes the function to generate a list of strings to be used for indexed access.

Attributes: name="string"

The name of the property. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. 
The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

delimiter

the delimiter to use when parsing data

code

encloses text that specifies the function to run to generate data to be base into a value list

Example: <property-list name='proplist' delimiter=''>
   [code]
</property-list>
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property-set

Description: Executes the function to generate a set of strings to be used for value lookups.

Attributes: name="string"

The name of the property. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. 
The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

delimiter

the delimiter to use when parsing data

code

encloses text that specifies the function to run to generate data to be base into a value set

Example: <property-set name='propset' delimiter=''>
   [code]
</property-set>

XML Language Elements Relevant to Pattern 
Windows
For XML and C++ code examples of pattern windows, see SAS Event Stream Processing Samples and Tips.

patterns

Description: A container for a list of pattern elements.

Elements: One or more pattern elements.

pattern

Description: A wrapper within a pattern window where events of interest (EOIs), controlling attributes, 
pattern logic expression, and pattern output rules are grouped.

Elements: events

Attributes: [index=fields]

A comma-separated list of fields from the input windows that forms an index generation 
function.
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logic

Description: In a pattern element, a text string that represents the logical operator expression to 
combine events of interest (EOIs).

Attributes: Enclosed text specifies an expression that defines the pattern. For example: 
fby(e1,fby(e2,not(e3)),e4,e5,e6)when e1, e2, e3, e4, and e5 are named 
event elements.

You can add a temporal condition by appending it to the operator with braces. For 
example:fby{30 seconds}

XML Language Elements Relevant to Procedural 
Windows

ds-initialize

Description: Initializes DATA step code execution.

Attributes: [sas-log-location= path]

Location of the SAS log. If you do not specify a path, the SAS log is placed in the directory where 
the event stream processing server was started.

[sas-connection-key= key]

A key that is used as the shared memory and semaphore key to communicate with Base SAS.

sas-command= command

Starts a SAS session. The specified command requires the -path option in order to find the 
SAS Event Stream Processing access engine. This access engine can be found in the installation 
directory’s library $DFESP_HOME/lib/tk.v940m3.

Example: <ds-initialize
     sas-log-location='@SAS_LOG_DIR@'
     sas-connection-key='5555'
     sas-command='sas -path @DFESP_HOME@/lib'
/>

ds-external

Description: A block of DATA step code that is used as an input handler for procedural windows.

Elements: [code]

Encloses code to be used as an input handler.

[code-file]

Encloses the name of a file that contains code to be used as an input handler.
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Attributes: source=string

Name of the input window to which remaining attributes apply.

[trace= true | false]

A flag that turns on output to the SAS log. Use this flag only during model development 
with small amounts of test data.

code-file=filename

Name of the SAS program that executes on events that arrive from the input window.

[connection-timeout=interval]

Time-out interval measured in seconds. The default value is 60 seconds.

[max-string-length=length]

Maximum length of any string sent in an event.

Enclosed text specifies code.

Example: <ds-external source='request'
     trace='false'
     code-file='@SAS_SOURCE_DIR@/score.sas'
     connection-timeout='5'
     max-string-length='32'
/>

ds2–tableserver

Description: A block of DS2 code that is used as an input handler for procedural windows.

Elements: [code]

Encloses code to be used as an input handler.

[code-file]

Encloses the name of a file that contains code to be used as an input handler.

Attributes: source=string

Name of the input widow for this input handler.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on 
Linux systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

cxx-plugin-context

Description: Specify a function that returns derived context to use with plug-ins.
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Attributes: name="string"

A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name 
can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

function

The system looks in plugins/name for the specified function in the shared object 
or DLL. It calls that function that must return a pointer to a C++ class whose base 
class must be dfESPcontext.

<properties>

Specify an optional property list.

Example: <cxx-plugin-context 
   name="p2" 
   function="f2">

mas-modules

Description: A container for a list of mas-module elements.

Elements: One or more mas-module elements.

Example: <mas-modules>
<mas-module>
  <code>
  ...
  </code>
</mas-module>
</mas-modules>

mas-module

Description: Defines an input handler to the SAS Micro Analytics Service engine.

Elements: [code]

Encloses code to be used as an input handler.

[code-file]

Encloses the name of a file that contains code to be used as an input handler.

Attributes: language= c | ds2 | python

Specifies the language for the module.

module= name

Specifies the name of the module.

func-names= comma_separated_list

Specifies a comma-separated list of function names. Function code is specified in enclosed text.

Enclosed text specifies an optional module description and function code.
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Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux systems 
and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

mas-map

Description: Defines the binding of a function in a mas-module element to an input stream of a 
procedural window.

Element: window-map

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

window-map

Description: Defines attributes specific to the binding of a function in a mas-module element to an 
input stream of a procedural window.

Attributes: module= name

source= name

Name of the input window this function is a handler for.

revision= 0

function= name

Name of the function bound to the module.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

XML Language Elements Relevant to Geofence 
Windows

geofence

Description: Specifies geofence window options.
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Attributes: [coordinate-type]

Valid values are cartesian or geographic. Default is 
cartesian.

[autosize-mesh]

Specifies whether to compute and set the mesh factor 
automatically. When true, meshfactor-x and 
meshfactor-y are ignored. Default is true.

[meshfactor-x]

Specifies the mesh factor for the X or longitude axis. Valid 
values are signed integers in the range [-5, 5]. Default is 0.

[meshfactor-y]

Specifies the mesh factor for the Y or latitude axis. Valid 
values are signed integers in the range [-5, 5]. Default is 0.

[max-meshcells-per-geometry]

Specifies the maximum allowed mesh cells created per 
geometries to avoid creating an oversized mesh that would 
generate useless intensive calculations. When a geometry 
exceeds this limit, it is rejected. Consider setting a higher 
mesh factor or setting higher maximum mesh cells per 
geometry if relevant. Default is 500.

[output-multiple-results]

Specifies whether to write a single or multiple geometries, 
regardless of the number of matching geometries. When 
set to true, multiple events are produced and the 
parameter eventnumber_fieldname is required. 
Default is false.

[output-sorted-results]

When set to true, specifies to sort the output result by 
increasing distance between the position and the geometry. 
If output-multiple-results = true, the event 
number 0 indicates the closest geometry. If output-
multiple-results = false, only the closest 
geometry is retrieved. When set to false, the first found 
geometry is retrieved, regardless of its distance. Default is 
false.

[log-invalid-geometry]

Specifies whether to log invalid geometries in the SAS 
Event Stream Processing standard output log. Default is 
false.

geometry

Description: Specifies geofence window geometry.
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Attributes: desc-fieldname

Specifies the name of the geometry input window’s field that 
contains the geometry description.

data-fieldname

Required for polygon geometries. Specifies the name of the 
geometry input window’s field that contains the polygon 
coordinates data.

x-fieldname

Required for circle geometries. Specifies the name of the 
geometry input window’s field that contains the location X or 
longitude coordinate of the circle's center.

y-fieldname

Required for circle geometries. Specifies the name of the 
geometry input window’s field that contains the location Y or 
latitude coordinate of the circle's center.

[radius-fieldname]

Used for circle geometries. Specifies the name of the 
geometry input window’s field that contains the circle radius 
distance. This distance is in units for Cartesian coordinates 
and in meters for geographic coordinates.

[radius]

Used for circle geometries. Specifies the default circle's 
radius distance. This distance is in units for Cartesian 
coordinates and in meters for geographic coordinates. 
Default is 1000.

[data-separator]

Used for polygon geometries. Specifies the coordinate 
delimiter character used in the geometry data field specified 
by the property data-fieldname. Default is the space 
character.

position

Description: Specifies geofence window positioning.
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Attributes: x-fieldname

Specifies the name of the position input window’s field that 
contains the position X or longitude coordinate.

y-fieldname

Specifies the name of the position input window’s field that 
contains the position Y or latitude coordinate.

[lookupdistance-fieldname]

Used for circle geometries. Specifies the name of the 
position input window’s field that contains the position 
lookup distance. This distance is in units for Cartesian 
coordinates and in meters for geographic coordinates.

[lookupdistance]

Used for circle geometries. Specifies the default position 
lookup distance. This distance is in units for Cartesian 
coordinates and in meters for geographic coordinates. 
Default is 0.

output

Description: Specifies geofence window output.

Attributes: geoid-fieldname

Specifies the name of the output schema field that receives 
the geometry ID.

[geodesc-fieldname]

Specifies the name of the output schema field that receives 
the geometry description.

[geodistance-fieldname]

Specifies the name of the output schema field that receives 
the distance between the position and the geometry (center 
point for circle geometries and centroid for polygons).

eventnumber-fieldname

Specifies the name of the output schema additional key 
field that receives the generated event number. This field is 
required when output-multiple-results = 
true.

XML Language Elements Relevant to Streaming 
Analytics Windows

window-calculate

Description: A calculate window.
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Elements: schema 

parameters 

input-map 

output-map 

[ connectors ]

Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include 
the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

algorithm="algorithm-short-name"

The online algorithm for the streaming analytics window. If 
the project is online, the algorithm specified must be the 
short name associated with an algorithm supported by SAS 
Event Stream Processing Analytics. For a list of these 
algorithms, see “Overview” in SAS Event Stream 
Processing: Using SAS Event Stream Processing Analytics.

Example: For examples of window-calculate, see SAS Event 
Stream Processing: Using SAS Event Stream Processing 
Analytics.

window-model-reader

Description: A model reader window.

Attributes: name="string"

Example: For examples of window-reader, see SAS Event 
Stream Processing: Using SAS Event Stream Processing 
Analytics.

window-model-supervisor

Description: A supervisor window.

Attributes: name="string"

Example: For examples of window-supervisor, see SAS Event 
Stream Processing: Using SAS Event Stream Processing 
Analytics.

window-score

Description: A score window.
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Elements: schema 

models 

[ connectors ]

Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include 
the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Example: For examples of window-score, see SAS Event Stream 
Processing: Using SAS Event Stream Processing Analytics.

window-train

Description: A train window.

Elements: parameters 

input-map 

Attributes: name="string"

Window name. A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include 
the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

algorithm="algorithm-short-name"

The online algorithm for the streaming analytics window. If 
the project is online, the algorithm specified must be the 
short name associated with an algorithm supported by SAS 
Event Stream Processing Analytics. For a list of these 
algorithms, see “Overview” in SAS Event Stream 
Processing: Using SAS Event Stream Processing Analytics.

Example: For examples of window-train, see SAS Event Stream 
Processing: Using SAS Event Stream Processing Analytics.

parameters

Description: Specifies the parameter values that govern algorithms of 
streaming analytics windows.

Elements: properties

Algorithm-specific properties.
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input-map

Description: Specifies the variable names that the algorithm expects 
from incoming events.

Elements: properties

Input mapping properties.

output-map

Description: Specifies the variable names that the algorithm produces.

Elements: properties

Output mapping properties.

models

Description: Specifies the type of model that is used by a score window.

Elements: [ online ]

If models contains the online element, the score 
window uses algorithms that are packaged with SAS Event 
Stream Processing Analytics.

[ offline ]

If models contains the offline element, the score 
window uses algorithms that are not packaged with SAS 
Event Stream Processing Analytics.

online

Description: Specifies the properties of an online streaming analytics 
project.

Elements: parameters 

[ input-map ]

output-map 
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Attributes: algorithm="algorithm-short-name"

The online algorithm for the streaming analytics window. 
The algorithm specified must be the short name associated 
with an algorithm supported by SAS Event Stream 
Processing Analytics. For a list of these algorithms, see 
“Overview” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Using SAS 
Event Stream Processing Analytics.

offline

Description: Specifies the properties of an offline streaming analytics 
project.

Elements: output-map 

Attributes: type="algorithm-file-type"

The type of file that contains the offline algorithm and its 
associated properties.

Example: type="astore"

reference="file-name"

Specifies the name of the offline algorithm file.

Example: reference="forest_iris_sasast"

XML Language Elements for Events
For XML and C++ code examples of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples on Linux systems. Go to 
%DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

events

Description: A wrapper for a list of event elements.

Elements: One or more event elements.

logic

output

[timefields]

event

Description: The definition of an event of interest (EOI) for pattern matching.
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Attributes: name="string"

User-specified ID for the event or data source. A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 
0-9.

source=name

Name of the input window from which this event originates. A name must start with one of the 
following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, 
a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Enclosed text specifies a WHERE clause that is evaluated by the expression engine.

timefields

Description: A container of a list of timefield elements.

Elements: timefield

timefield

Description: The field and source pair that specifies the field in a window to be used to drive the time 
(instead of clock time).

Attributes: field=name

User-specified name of the time field.

source=window

Name of an input window to which to attach this time field.

event-loops

Description: Specify a container for event loops.

Elements: event-loop-json

event-loop-xml

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

event-loop-json

Description: Use specified or referenced JSON to generate an event
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Elements: use-json

json

function-context

Attributes: data=’data’

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

event-loop-xml

Description: Use specified or referenced XML to generate an event

Elements: use-xml

xpath

function-context

Attributes: data=’data’

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

use-json

Description: Use JSON code in an event loop.

Attributes: Enclosed text specifies the JSON code to use in the event loop.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

use-xml

Description: Use XML code in an event loop

Attributes: Enclosed text specifies the XML code to use in the event loop.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.
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json

Description: Specify the JSON expression to use in an event loop.

Attributes: Enclosed text specifies the JSON expression in order to retrieve zero or more entities during 
an event loop.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

xpath

Description: Specify an XML expression to use in an event loop.

Attributes: Enclosed text specifies an XML expression in order to retrieve zero or more entities during an 
event loop.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

XML Language Elements for Connectors

connectors

Description: A list of connector elements.

Elements: One or more connector elements.

Example: See connector.

connector

Description: A publish or subscribe source-sink for events.

Elements: properties

Each property name=value specified within a properties element encloses text that 
specify a valid connector property value.
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Attributes: name = string

Name used as a reference by connector groups. A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 
0-9.

class = fs | db | mq | pi | project | smtp | sol | tdata | 
tibrv | tva | rmq | sniffer

type= publish | subscribe

Example: <connectors>
  <connector class='fs' type='publish>
     <properties>
        <property name='type>
         pub</property>
        <property name='fstype'>
         syslog</property>
        <property name='fsname'>
         data/clean.log.bi</property>
        <property name='growinginputfile'>
         true</property>
        <property name='transactional'>
         true</property>
        <property name='blocksize'>
         128</property>
     </properties>
   </connector>
</connectors>

connector-entry

Description: Connector within a connector group.

Attributes: name=string

Name of the connector entry. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-
Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

state = “finished" | “running" | “stopped"

connector-groups

Description: A container for connector-group elements.

Elements: One or more connector-group elements.

connector-group

Description: A container of connector-entry elements.
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Elements: One or more connector-entry elements.

Attributes: name=string

Name of the connector group. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, 
A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

project-connectors

Description: A container for connector-orchestration.

Elements: One or more connector-groups elements.

One or more edge elements.

Note: Project-connector edges connect connector-groups, and do not posses a slot 
attribute. 

XML Language Elements for Functions

functions

Description: A container element for functions.

Elements:

Example: <functions>
     <function name="robot">
       code
     </function>
</functions>

function

Description: Specify a function to execute.

Attributes: name=funcname

Enclosed text specifies code for the function.A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 
0-9.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.
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function-context

Description: Enables you to define functions to manipulate event data in a notification window.

Elements: expressions

specifies container for expressions

properties

specifies a container for properties to generate with functions.

functions

specifies container for functions

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux systems 
and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

expressions

Description Specifies a container for expressions that you use in a function-context.

Elements: expression

Example: <expressions>
   <expression name='getProtocol'>(.*):</expression>
</expressions>

expression

Description: Specifies an expression that you compile a single time for function-context.

Attributes: name

Name of the expression. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest 
of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Each expression element encloses text that specifies a valid POSIX regular expression.

Example: <expression name='getProtocol'>(.*):</expression>

cxx-plugin-context

Description: A wrapper for a shared library and function name. The function returns a dfESPpcontext for 
procedural windows.
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Attributes: name="sharedlib"

Name of the shared library that contains the context generation function. A name must start with 
one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

function=name

The function that when called returns a new derived context for the procedural window's handler 
routines. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the 
name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

expression

Description: An interpreted expression in the DataFlux expression languages. Variables are usually fields 
from events or are variables declared in the expr-initialize element.

Attributes: Enclosed text is the expression to be processed.

Example: <expression>quantity >= 100</expression>

expr-initialize

Description: An initialization expression code block, common to window types that allow the use of 
expressions.

Elements: initializer

udfs

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

field-expr

Description: An algebraic expression whose value is assigned to a field.
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Attributes: Enclosed text specifies the value of aggregate expression. Includes one or more of the following 
fields:

n ESP_aSum(fieldName)

n ESP_aMax(fieldName)

n ESP_aMin(fieldName)

n ESP_aAve(fieldName)

n ESP_aStd(fieldName)

n ESP_aWAve(fieldName, fieldName)

n ESP_aCount(fieldName)

n ESP_aLast(fieldName)

n ESP_aFirst(fieldName)

n ESP_aLastNonDelete(fieldName)

n ESP_aLastNonNull(fieldName)

n ESP_aLastOpCode(fieldName)

n ESP_aGUID()

n ESP_aCountOpCodes(1|2|3)

For more information, see “Aggregate Functions for Aggregate Window Field Calculation 
Expressions” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Creating and Using Windows.

For window-join, the enclosed text is any valid SAS DataFlux scalar expression that uses 
input field names and variables from the expr-initialize block. Prefix input field names 
from the left table with l_ . Prefix input field names from the right input table with r_.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

field-plug

Description: A function in a shared library whose returned value is assigned to a field.

Attributes: plugin=name

Name of the shared library. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. 
The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

function=name

Name of the function in the shared library. A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 
0-9.

[additive = true | false]

Defaults to false.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.
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field-selection

Description: A reference to a field whose value is assigned to another field.

Attributes: name=ID

Selected field in the output schema. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, 
a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

source=output_window_field

The output_window_field takes the following form:l_field_name | rfield_name., where 
l_ indicates that the field comes from the left window and r_ indicates that the field comes 
from the right window.

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

finalized-callback

Description: Enable finalized callback.

For more information, see “Enabling Finalized Callback” in SAS Event Stream Processing: 
Creating and Using Windows.

Attributes: name=string

Specifies the name of the shared library that contains the callback function. A name must start 
with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

function=string

Specifies the name of the function. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-
z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Example: <finalized-callback name=’library’ function=’fin_callback’>

function-context

Description: Defines entities to run functions and generate values in an output event.

Elements: expressions

properties

functions

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.
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generate

Description: Specify a function to run that determines whether an output event should be generated from an 
input event.

Attributes: Enclosed text specifies code for the function.

Examples: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

initializer

Description: Information used to initialize the expression engine.

Attributes: type = ‘int32’ | 'int64' | 'double' | 'string' | 'money' 
|'date' | 'stamp'

Enclosed text specifies the block of code used to initialize the expression engine. Variables in 
the initialization block can be used in the filter expression.

output

Description: A wrapper that is used within several window subtypes to specify how window output is 
generated.

Elements: field-expr | field-plug

Specifically for window-join: field-expr | field-plug | field-selection

Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

cxx-plugin

Description: A shared library and function name pair that specifies procedural window handlers.

Attributes: source=name

Reference to the input window.

name=shared_lib

Shared library that contains the specified function. A name must start with one of the following 
characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 
0-9.

function=name

The specified function. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The 
rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.
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Example: For example XML code of full projects, go to $DFESP_HOME/examples/xml on Linux 
systems and %DFESP_HOME%\examples on Windows systems.

retention

Description: Specify the retention policy and value of the retention element.

Attributes: type= bytime_jumping | bytime_sliding | bycount_jumping | 
bycount_sliding

Retention type:

bytime_jumping : Automatically generate deletes based on time, purging all events each 
interval

bytime_sliding: Automatically generate deletes based on time, continuously purging 
events.

bycount_jumping: Automatically generate deletes based on count, purging all events each 
interval

bycount_sliding: Automatically generate deletes based on count, continuously purging 
events.

Enclosed text specifies the value of the retention element. When specifying a time-based 
retention policy, specify number of seconds. When specifying a count-based retention policy, 
specify a maximum row count.

[field=]

Name of a field of type datetime or timestamp. Used to drive the time-based retention policies. If 
not specified, wall clock time is used. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, 
a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Note: Clock time is set relative to GMT.

Example: <retention type='bycount_sliding'>4096</retention>

schema

Description: A named list of fields.

Elements: fields

Attributes: [name=schema_name]

A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can 
include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Example: See field.

schema-string

Description: Compact notation to specify a schema.
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Attributes: Enclosed text specifies the schema.

Example: <schema-string>ID*:int32,
      sensorName:string,
      sensorValue:double
</schema-string>

splitter-expr

Description: A wrapper to define an expression that directs events to one of n different output slots.

Elements: expression

Value of the expression element.

[expr-initialize]

Initialization expression element.

Example: <splitter-expr>
   <expr-initialize>
     <initializer type='int32>
      integer counter
      counter=0
     </initializer>
   </expr-initialize>
   <expression>counter%2</expression>
</splitter-expr>

splitter-plug

Description: An alternative way to specify splitter functions using a shared library and a function call.

Attributes: string

Name of shared library containing the splitter function. A name must start with one of the 
following characters: _, a-z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-
z, A-Z, 0-9.

function=function_name A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-z, 
A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

Example: <splitter-plug 
   name='libmethod' 
   function='splitter'/>

udfs

Description: A container of a list of udf elements.
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Elements: udf

udf

Description: Information about user-defined functions.

Attributes: name= string

Name of the user-defined function. A name must start with one of the following characters: _, a-
z, A-Z. The rest of the name can include the following characters: _, a-z, A-Z, 0-9.

type = ‘int32’ | 'int64' | 'double' | 'string' | 'money' 
|'date' | 'stamp'

Enclosed text specifies the user-defined expression body.

XML Language Elements Relevant to the HTTP 
Interface

http-admin-server

Description: Enables the configuration of the port through which the ESP server receives HTTP requests.

Elements: ssl

Attributes: port=portnum

Specify the port number on which to listen for HTTP administration requests

Examples: <http-admin-server port='46001'/>

http-pubsub-server

Description: Enables the configuration of the HTTP publish/subscribe interface.

Elements: ssl

Attributes: port=portnum

Specify the port number to use for the publish/subscribe HTTP server.

Examples: <http-pubsub-server port='46002'/>
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http-servers

Description: A container for HTTP server elements.

Elements http-admin-server | http-pubsub-server

Examples: <http-servers>
  <http-admin-server port='46001'/>
  <http-pubsub-server port='46002'/>
</http-servers>

ssl

Description: Pass security information in order for HTTP-based connections to be encrypted.

Note: Models that include this element cannot be imported into SAS Event Stream 
Processing Studio.

Attributes: certificate=name

Name of the SSL certificate

passphrase=phrase

SSL passphrase

Examples: <ssl certificate=name, passphrase=phrase/>

XML Language Elements Generated by SAS 
Event Stream Processing Utilities

XML Generated by dfesp_xml_top

project-stats

Description: Contains CPU usage information about a project.

Elements: project 

Lists the name of the project under review.

window

Description: Contains CPU information about specific windows in a 
project.
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Attributes: cpu= 'cpu_load'

Displays the CPU load of the window in the project.

interval= 'refresh_interval'

Displays the interval for which the CPU load information is 
gathered.

name= 'window_name'

Displays the name of the window in the project.

SAS® and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or 
trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration. Other 
brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 2017, SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. All Rights Reserved. May 2017 4.3-P1:espxmllang
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